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Abstract. This paper summarizes a student graduation project concerning applying executable specifications. It reviews some of the advantages of executable specifications and how it could help the communication between the developer, the software tester and the client. It draws some conclusions trying to explain why in spite of their great potential, they are still not an essential part of the common software development toolbox today.

1 Introduction

Executable specifications are written specifications that can be executed by a machine in order to validate the implementation of a system [1, 18]. In a previous paper [18] we claimed that these have great potential for the success of software development projects. This paper draws some practical conclusions which where learned while applying such methods during a student graduation project. We start briefly with some benefits of practicing executable specifications for software development. Then we report on the actual experience gained from a project using it. We conclude with conclusions we learned while practicing it.

2 Executable Specifications – Benefits and Variants

Using such methods can help bridge the known gap between the requirements of a product and an implementation [18, 2]. This is since the encouraged process is to write them with various degrees of involvements of both business facing stakeholders together with more technical/engineering facing persons. In contrast to document based specification, executable specifications can be verified constantly by a machine (even as part of a continuous integration and deployment settings [7]). Thus shortening the feedback loop and allowing agile development that fits better to the customer's real needs. If done correctly the executable specifications stays relevant during the product lifecycle and become a living de-facto documentation of what the system should do and actually is doing!

It seems that theses and related practices are still being developed and defined these days. For completeness of the discussion we briefly quote here from our previous paper [18] in which a review of some variants in this area is given (see there...
also for some tooling review). Many of these methods emerged out of the test first community [6]. The first one is known as Acceptance Test Driven Development (ATDD) or many times just Agile Acceptance Testing (e.g. [9]). This practice arose as an extension to the unit-testing practice of Test Driven Development (TDD) [3]. Instead of specifying in code only the interface and required behavior of specific modules, these methods extend into developing a set of scripts which demonstrate the various behaviors of the system. Since the execution of those scripts can be automated, it is sometimes also called automated functional testing.

Another related method is Behavior Driven Development (BDD) [10]. This is also a practice (or a group of methods) augmenting TDD with emphasis on stakeholder readability and shared understanding.

The agile software development community keeps evolving these methods and recent representatives and suggested names are, e.g., Story Testing, Specification with/by examples [2] and lately just Living/Executable Documentation (e.g. [4]). Further detailed reviews can be found, e.g., at [1, 2].

3 Project Description

The described project started by the student learning the discussed methods and tools. In parallel, another student was starting her project and the idea was that the first student will help gather and specify the other project’s requirements by means of executable specifications.

Since the selected project was being implemented as a website using the Microsoft ASP.NET MVC platform [14], the student started researching and practicing the related tools available in this platform and especially with a BDD tool called SpecFlow [15].

Here it is interesting to note that for various reasons these two parallel efforts did not converge well. So we shifted the goal of the described project to write acceptance test for an ongoing project using the acquired skills. This time it worked better and the result was a comprehensive test suite using the following tools:

- Watin [16] for web automation of the developed product.
- NUnit [12] for running the specifications as tests.
- Jenkins [8] for continuous and automatic execution of the tests upon code changes.

Figure 1 shows one example from those specifications. The target project reported that it got a few benefits from the developed tests: overall it became much more consistent (e.g., between functionalities scattered in various site pages). The specifications became (although after the fact) a basis for describing the product (but not really a useful specification). Finally a few regression bugs were caught and corrected quickly due to the existence of the specifications as acceptance tests.
Currently it seems that the Ruby and Rails communities are leading in using and benefiting from executable specifications, e.g., [5, 17]. In order to be accepted widely, the industrial strength platforms (e.g. Java and .Net) needs tools; in at least the same degree of maturity. The student found that: “it is not that hard to find tools, but it is hard to find examples and tips about these tools online”.

Additionally, the synergy between the tools is very important here, especially in those environments. The .Net community is showing signs for improvements, e.g., by means of the NuGet [11] package manager which most of the relevant and related tools are already supporting.

At the end, the main contribution of using executable specification in this project was actually to testing. So the main claim that it should help improving communication between different stakeholders was not really validated. It also seems that historically the discussed methods were developed first as testing methods. So the question remains whether they are widely applicable also to better specifications (see also [13] for a recent and detailed discussion about the connection between TDD and BDD).

At last, naturally the development of the specification/tests has leaded the specification writer to become familiar with the domain knowledge of the target project. It seems that this can become an iterative process in which the domain knowledge and the implementation are being explored and developed together in a
way that can bring for optimum elegance, simplicity and correctness of the software product.
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